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W ee-k of Conferences and . Lectures Held
Senior Officers for Summer

Recreational
Hour Is
Planned
"Civilization may depend for its
roots upon the way in which work
is done; but it depends for its finest
flower upon the use of leisure".
In this mechanical age of scientific accomplishment and industrial
development, man's dream of freedom has come true. Leisure has
come with a startling suddenness,
which means the opportunity for
every man to live. But now that
it is here, leisure is being recognized as constitutil'l.g both a tremendous asset and a great problem,
the value depending upon its use.
Inasmuch as individuals are free
during leisure time to choose those
activities from which they will derive the most pleasure, educators
have come to realize more than
ever before the importance of
preparing persons for the worthy
use of leisure time. They agree
t.hat this involves not only the
education of adults but-probably
more important-the education of
children.
Children and young people have
more time than they formerly had.
While over four million boys and
girls sixteen to nineteen years
of age were employed in 1930,
many of them have lost their jobs
since then.
There is much waste and misuse
of leisure probably because in part,
at least, of inadequate and faulty
education.
Many people spend
their idle hours loafing, going to
movies, riding in automobiles, listening to the radio, and watching
others play games. Time is not
necessarily wasted by an indulgence in commercialized amusements or by merely resting; but
not being able to engage in creative activities, or being obliged to
become a mere spectator, is a serious defect of personality. It matters not so r.n_ych what people do
when they work
what they\do
when they do not work.
Realizing the importance of I he
proper use of leisure time, the college has planned and is going to
promote in addition to the regular
training classes in Physical "1•.1 cation a recreational hour fron
6:30 to 7:30 every Tuesday ano

as

Dr. T. Alexander Speaker;
Other Educators Here Friday
Noted Pianist
In Concert
Here July 11
WIRT TURNER HARVEY,
YOUNG MISSISSIPPI PIANIST
TO APPEAR AT BIBB
GRAVES HALL

At 11, recent meeting of the Senior class, the abo ve students were elected to office for the summer
quarter. Reading from left to right: Curtis Williams, president; Newell Bailey, vice president; Milford
Jolley, Social Committee representative; Maureen Pullen, secretary; and Roy Buford, reporter.
All the officers will receive their degrees at the end of the summer quarter.

Students Will Hear
Junior Choir Sing
McBRIDE WILL INTRODUCE
JONESVIEW AT COLLEGE

Two concerts will be given at the
Jacksonville State Teachers College next Thursday by the Jonesview Junior Choir. The group will
be iritroduced by Superintendent
E. A. McBride of Talladega County, president o~, the Alabama Education Association.
The choir,
eleven members of which were
selected on the all-state chorus this
year, will sing before the college
laboratory school at Kilby Hall
auditorium and before the college student body in Graves Hall.
,....,,,..Y will he gnP~ts ··t Junch<'oI1
after the concerts.
The choir is directed by Mrs.
Raymond Henshaw, a student at
the Jacksonville summer school. It
has sung several times over Birmingham radio stations and at the
all-state musical festival in Tuscaloosa.
The choir will sing classical,

Report Of Trip Of
Jones Party Given
By Miss Mapes

Seniors Elect Officers
For Summer Term

Heading his class is Curtis Williams, Arab, Ala., who was chosen
Miss Eleanor Mapes, Jackson- as senior class president for the
ville teacher and member of the summer quarter, at a class meeting
Jones European tour, sent this ar- held recently.
ticle, taken from her personal
Curtis, outstanding scholastically,
'diary, to the TEACOLA by re- finds time to take part in various
quest.
social and literary activities of the
Saturday, June 3-Left Jackson- college. He was president of the
ville by car, furnished by Mr. F. Geography and International Relaw_. Walker o~ the Crescent Bus tions Club during the spring quarLme, of Anmston, and went to ter. He is well known on the
Gadsden, where most of the ~em- campus and is liked by everyone.
bers of the party met. A picture All in all, he has proven himself. to
w~s made of the grqup by Iv'!-r. ~e a great leader, and the class is
Mmtz, a _photographer from Anms- to be commended for making such
ton, furmshed by the bus company. a wise cho'!ce.
TI:!Iee other~ joine the arty at
.1 •~i~tin~ ,-... :~ . r .,;~p-r~,,ri,i,.,,..+
Et. PayHe.
Spent th e
ig,it at is Newell Bailey, J'acksonvi-lle.
Br:stol, Tenn.-Va.
pailey's ability as a debater and
Sunday, June 4---:Aftf'f a hurried prater has won fot him many adbrcakfast. left Bristol. Saw th e ¼nirers. He is popular among the
birthplace of Woodrow Wilson at students, thoroughly competent,
Staunton. Colleges we saw were; and worthy of the honor bestowed
University of Tennessee, Mary upon him.
Baldwin, Staunton Military AcaActing as secretary is Miss Maudemy, Augusta Military Academy, rene Pulleh charming and attrac..i..m.a;,,
............ ,..__:v:_..,.,.__...___w...._
'

In an effort to promote an appreciation of cultural music the
Book Club announces the presentation of Wirt Turner Harvey, noted
young Mississippi pianist, in a concert July 11, in Bibb Graves Hall,
at 8 o'clock p. m.
By sponsoring Mr. Harvey's appearance in Jacksonville, the Book
Club feels that it is satisfying the
desire of southern audiences for
the finest classical music.
On his . program Mr. Harvey will
feature selections from the works
of such famous composers as Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin, Brahms and
Rachmaninoff.
Mr. Harvey is a graduate of Millsaps College, Jackson, Miss. After
receiving his B. S. degree :lirom
the Millsaps Department of Music,
work in the music department for
another year and received his degree in music in June 1939.
In Mrs. J. L. Roberts, who heads
the Millsaps department of music,
Mr. Harvey had one of the leading
instructors in piano in the South.
The year he graduated from Millsaps Mr. Harvey, playing the A
flat Polonaise by Chopin, won first
place in the young professional
contest sponsored by the Mississippi
Federation of Music Clubs at Meridian, · Miss.
Three of the world's greatest
pianists, Harold
Bauer,
Percy
Grainger and Rudolph Ganz, on
hearing Mr. Harvey in concerts
classed him among the most promising young pianists in the U. S.
During his colle~e career Mr.
11111-1.;y -'s.ppea,~u a .. n:=(•,; ~
public performance~ in the capital
city of Mississippi besides his annual recital in the Millsaps Auditorium.
The public is invited. A small
admission will be charged.

Dormitory Head

STUDENT ASSEMBLY, TRAIN•
ING SCHOOL SUPERVISORS.
AND N. E. ALABAMA TEACHERS
HEAR DISCUSSION.

Dr. Thomas Alexander of Columbia University came to J. S. T. C. to
hold a series of lectures and confecences during the week beginning June 26. Since his work was
largely concerned with the elementary grades, each day from 8 to
10 o'clock was spent at the truining school, and much of the af.t r•
noon was devoted to individual°
and group conferences with the
supervisors.
Each day from 10:00 to 11:00, Dr.
Alexander gave a lecture to the
general group of students, faculty
members, and visitors in which he
discussed school and community relationships and how the school may
assist in solving problems of life
as well as training the child in the
solution oJ: life problems.
Dr. Alexander developed his
topic, The School at Work in the
Community, by means of two main
points, the first of which is the
need for greater participation of
the school in working on communty problems. Using the re
port of the Research Committee on
Social Trends, (published 1933 in
two volumes entitled (Recent Social
Trends in the United States) as a
basis, Dr. Alexander showed the
correlation between current national problems, as listed in this book,
and corresponding characteristic
community problems. These problems consists of those dealing with
(1) adjustment to and cooperation
with others, (2) adjustment to and
control of the natural environment,
(3)
achievement and maintenance
of physical and mental health, (-i)
creation and interpretation of art
and beauty, (5) achienement ot
economic security, (6) acquisition
and transmission of the social

herit.ao anL LP-~,.._.,,,.,_

and ulti~ate values.
The sec'Qnd point in the development of his main topic was "the
school in action." To quote Dr.
Alexander, "The school has three
specific functions in relation to the
community: (1) the development
of the techniques of thinkinf in
terms of social problems; (2) the

others play games. Time is not
necessarily wasted by an i nd ulgence in commercialized amusements or by merely resting; but
not being able to engage in creative activities, or being obliged to
become a mere spectator, is a seriou, defect of pmonality. It matters not go i:nuch what people., do
when they work as what they do
when they do not work.
. .
th e 1mpor
.
t ance o,,
" the
Reallzmg
proper use of leisure time, the col·
,,o
lege has planned and is gomg
promote in addition to t h e regu 1ar
training classes in Physical T.'::!1.1 cation a recreational hour from
6:30 to 7:30 every Tuesday ano
Thursday. This is planned not·
only for the benefit of those ir,
(See "RECREATION" on page 4)
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ty, president 0 ~, the Alabama Edu- ville by car, furnished by Mr. F. Geography and International Rela- Federation of Music Clubs at Meri- with others, (2) adjustment to and
cation Association.
The choir, W. Walker of th e Crescent Bus tions Club during the spring quar- dian, · Miss.
control of the natural environment
eleven members of which were Line, o{ Anniston, and went to ter. He is well known on the
Three of the world's greatest (3) achievement and maintenanc;
selected on the all-state chorus this Gadsden, where most of the mem- campus and is liked by everyone. pianists, Harold
Bauer,
Percy of physical and mental health, (4)
year, will sing before the college bers of .the party met. A picture , 11 in all, he has proven himself. to Grainger and Rudolph Ganz, on creation and interpretation of art
laboratory school at Kilby Hall was made of the group by Mr. e a great leader, and the class is hearing Mr. Harvey in concerts and beauty, (5) achienement of
auditorium and before the col- Mintz, a photographer, from Annis- 0 be commended for making such classed him among the most prom- economic security, (S) acquisition
lege student body in Gcaves Hall. ton. furnished by tbfbus iompany. a wise eM:ce.
Ising young pi~ist, In the U. S.
and
of the ,ocl,l
'l'liny will rie g, 1~~tR ••t ~unch<'Ol'l Three other~ joined( the Jarty at
-" ~,,1~.;.,'.'. ,"••-a'~ . 0 .,;rl:,._r,..e~;,1,.,,-1.t
During his colle~e career
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after the concerts.
Ft. Payne.
Spent 5th~ .,,ig,lt at is Newell' Bailey, .Tackso~vmi ~ll!IT"-ley ~ ltl a •
a nd "1ti ate values.
~
th
The choir is directed by Mrs. Bristol, Tenn.-Va.
ailey's ability as a debater and public performances in
e capital
The se 11nd point in the developR aymon d H ensh aw, a s t u d en t a t
Sunday, June 4-Aftli'..
a hurried ~rat01: has won for him many ad- city of Mississippi besides his an- ment of his ma1·n top1·c was "the
11
the Jacksonville summer school. It breakfast. left BriS t ol. Saw th e
irers. He is popular among the nual recital in th e Millsaps Audi- school in action." To quote Dr.
·
B"
b1"rthplace
of
Woodrow
w1·1son
at
Alexander, "The school has three
has sung several times over trstudents, thoroughly competent, torium.
• sta t·10ns and a t th e Staunto11 · Colleges we saw were·' and worthy of the honor bestowed
The public is invited. A small spec1·fic J.~unct1·ons 1·n relat1·on to the
mingh am rad10
all-state musical festival in Tus- University of Tennessee, Mary upon him.
admission will be charged.
community: (1) the development
caloosa.
Baldwin, st aunton Military AcaActing as secretary is Miss Mau•t
of the techniques of thinkinf in
'The choir will sing classica( demy, Augusta Military Academy, rene Pullen, charming and attracterms of social problems; (2) the
semi-classical, popular, sacred and Washington and Lee, V. M. L We tive daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
exemplification of its theor:r in the
spiritual songs. Seven high school passed over the Natural Bridge in Pullen of Ranburne. • A friendly,
solution of. its immediate problems;
students, Dottie Sewell, Margaret Virginia. All were much impressed sunny disposition is one of Mauand (3) the projection of its influ•
Fuqua, Aleen Hanson, Celia Stapp, with the mountains running par- rene's many virtues.
ence into the community,
Alice Clair, Billie England and allel with the Shenandoah Valley.
Milford Jolly was selected as the
"Much still needs to be done on a
Betsy Henshaw, will serve as Spent the night in Washington at class representative to the Student
university level in educating lead1,uides for the group during the the Continental Hotel across from Social Committe. He hails from
ers who really know how to thinkday.
Capitol Plaza.
Geraldine, and has become very
to define a problem clearly, to orMembers of the choir are Dolly
Monday, June 5-Left Washingganize data, to interpret data, and
'th
t
b
kf
t
d
popular
among
students
and
teach-·
t o d raw an d test conclusions. The
Willingham, J u n e Willingham, ton at 6:30 w1 ou
rea as an
Martha Roberson, Ruthelia Cald- nearly died from starvation before ers.
processes of tqinking are essentiwell, Mortimer Hubbard, Billy Joe the driver finaly made a twentyRoy .Buford, from Dutton, was
ally the same at all age levels. The
Burks, Martha Roberson, M. H. minute stop at 9:30. • Passed quick- chosen class reporter. Buford has
difference consists in the nature of
Elizabeth Ann Henshaw, ly through Baltimore. At Philthe problem to be attacked. The
served as president of various
cottie Wilcox, Marie Waites, Bet- adelphia, two girls were left but
kind of problem that is consistent
y Ruth Bates, Gladys McDonald, came on ·another bus and caught school organizations and is one of
with the stage of development of
Frances Burks, Elizabeth up with us just a few blocks away the most outstanding students 'o n
the primary and intermediate grade
arks, Earnest Johns, Augusta at a sub-station. After going the campus. '
child, the high school boy and girl,
ims, Frances Hethcox.
through Holland Tunnel, we arrivAll of the officers are looking
and the college student is a major
Albert Willingham, H o m e r ed in New York about 4:30. Some
issue in curriculvm construction.
N o f a k e d -up problem ever results
prayberry, Lois Moxley, Troy of the party obtained the at\~ograph forward to receiving B. S. degrees
ohns, Ray Croley, William Gilbert, of Jack Dempsey in the bus sta~ at the end of the current quarter,
in genuine thinking.
UnUl the
Jarvis, Margaret Hughston, tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Rover of August 11. Reports show that each
school realizes this and until it
S am Studdard, Dwight Brooklyn were dinner guests at the one has been appointed to desirable
learns hciw to teach the prooess of
Locklyn Hubbard-Anniston
MR. C. M. GARY
thinking, it has failed in the first of
(See REPORT o~.. page 4)
positions for the coming year.
Mr. C. M. Gary, who, in addition its specific functions in the s lution
to his duties as a teacher of science, of community problems.
has charge of Forney Hall. At all
"In spite of the vast sums that
~.imes ~- Gary is j~st one of th e have been expended on school
fellows a.nd is co11S1dered as such buildings and with apprecia~on of
by the boys at Forney Hall: He has., the improvements that have--- been
had much exp_erience, havmg been made, there are still miles· upon
The Health and Physical Educaconnected with 0th er colleges miles of good roads in the United
tion Department is to be congra- "WE'RE NOT GOING TO ASK FOR IT-WE'RE GOING TO TAKE IT," throughout the Sou th •
States from which one can: view
SAYS DR. WILLINGHAM; HE POINTS OUT THESE ARE
ulated for the work it is doing
the deplorable spectacle of tumble"INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING/ TOO
award bettering the health of the
down, unpainted shacks unfit for
tudents and in offering them ophuman habitation used for schools.
MONTGOMERY, June 29.-Dr. Henry J. Willingham, veteran of
ortunities to spend their leisure many Alabama legislative battles over school appropriations, had served
· "Until' the school exemplifies conoJ1e prd1fitably. In accQ'rdance public notice today that the normal schools were "institutions of higher
cern t!or solving it.s own problems
ith Dr. Alexander"s belie~s, em- learning," and to be reckoned with when the matter of. increased apMonday, June 20, the J. S. T. C. of living in a direct, straight-for~sis is being placed upon the propriations comes up in the Legislature next month.
summer students from Jackson ward fashion, there can be little
The former state superir;tendent . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - County met and organized a club hope of its exerting any influence
ti~alth of the student body, this becoming, as Dr. Daugette stated, the of education who is now president ' of downright i~nor~nce." ~
for the purpose of directed discus- on the . community. Example is
emeritus of Florence State TeachOnly the Umvers1ty o~ Alabama,
<:ollege hobby.
sion on integrated curriculum prob• still more powerful th;m pjre<;ept. .
ers'
College
and
will
bec6me
colAlabama
Polytechnic
Institute
(AuStress is being laid upon regular
lems, and, in additon, to form a so- Those who exemplify what they adlecto~
of
agricultural
revenue
for
burn),
and
Alabama
College
(Montehabits of eating and sleeping, and
cial group to participate in inter- vocate have at least a chance of
the instructors are trying to im- Alabama on Aug. 1, issued a state- ·Vallo) had been mentioned as pros- collegiate soft ball. A social was hearing by others.
I
ment
saying:
pective
recipients
of
a
$250,000
press people with the necessity for
planned
for
a
later
date.
"The
actual
projection
of the
"Of all things that · give me a fund ...which members of the recess
good health since it is the basis
Officers
elected
for
the
newly
school's
influence
into
the
comfor really enjoyable living. An in- tired feeling, it is_ to read in the committee on finance and taxation formed organization include: H. F. munity varies greatly according to
press
of
Alabama
statements
made
have
repeatedly
ftxed
as
the
anquiry is being made as to what
Ayres, Pisgah, president; · Elvin the nature both of the school and
activities the students would like by gentlemen who a~e quoted as nua! increase d_uri~g ~his admi_nis- Smalley, Henagar, vice-president; of the community. One function
referring
to
the
'state's
three
'institrat10n
for
the
_
mshtut10ns
of
h1ghto engage in during their leisure
Nola Callahan, Pisgah, secretary- , is, however, the responsibilit:r ot
er learning.
hours. Details of the plans for tutions of higher learning.'
treasurer; Edna Storey, Henagar, all schools on all levels, that is, the
· 'Going to Take It'
the organization of these sports
Intentional?
study of the community. The study
Dr. Willingham told newsmen reporter.
will be announced later.
"Nearly everybody knows that an that more Alabama high school
The social committee is compos- of the community must be underIt is interesting to know that J. institution of, higher lP.arning is one graduates entered the four normal ed of Allie Roden, Mrs. Vivian taken if the problems of llie comS. T. C. was the first college in which · does work above the high ·schools at Florence, Jacksonville, Rainey and John W. Grant. The munity are to be defined sp~Alabama to adopt a physical edu- school level. It's a great pity that Tr.oy and Livingston each year than program committee is made up of cally."
.
cation program. And to prove that all our folks do not have knowledge eritered any one of the three big Henry Ayers, Earl Holloway, Inez , . Each day from 11:30 to 1~:30 Dr.
we're boosting health, take a look of the fact that the four state teach- colleges. .
Nelson, Winslow Thomas and Ce- Alexander devoted his tune to
at our new physical education ers' colleges require high school
. group conferences of upper clus•
Asked if the normal school had cil Butler.
building with its offices for four graduation for admission.
men in college and others on probasked the finance and tax, tion comteachers, a doctor, a nurse, and
"One is sometimes led to wonder mittee for increased appropriations,
~
lems in the fteld and how to solve
Bailey: I have decided not -to them. Such problems as the ad,
a dietitian besides the spacious whether this elimination of the he replied cryptically:
gymnasium. So remember: let's· eat teachers' colle&es from the field of
visability of students diecussing
"No-and we're not going to ask marry umu 1 am 30.
good health, sleep good health and higher learning in Alabama is in- ~qr it. We're going to take it." Green: And I have decided not standards of right and wronc and
(See "ALEXANDER" on pa,:e t)
we'll live good health.·
tentional or unthoughted or because Birmingham Age-Herald.
to be thirty until I marry.
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D
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ealth Department
s Doing Good Work

NORMAL SCHOOLS
TO SEEK INCREASE

Jackson Co. Meeting
Monday, June 20

Mrs. Love Directs
Radio Program
The radio program for Tuesday,
June 29, was under the direction
of Mrs. P. V. Love. The Men's
Glee Club presented an entertaining selection of songs. Mrs. Lorraine Porch was soloist for the
occasion with Lamar Triplett · at
the piano. The program was as
follows:
1. Levee Song ..... .. .. .. American
Melody
2. Mobile -T own .......... Southern
Song
3. The Last Rose of SummerLyric by Thomas Moore,
Sung by Mrs. Porch
4. Old Aunt JemimaPlantation Melody
5. Now The Day Is Over!Joseph Barnby
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EDITORIALS
Mama Bear and the Three Little Fishes
Dr Thomas Alexander's lecture on Tuesday morning of this week
among. us seems to have had ,an unfortunate effect on some o~ our
students. Thel,ie ~tudents at first misunderstood the great educator,
and then proceeded to endorse what they thought he was saying. In
short, they got the idea that "Mama Bear" and "The Three Little Fishes"
are not only just so much mush, but are just a little bit criminal.
These same students are going out onto the battlefield of Alabama's
educational problems with the resolution to abolish the teaching of
fairy stories, thus saving a flagrant waste of time.
Apropos of this idea which is claiming the attention of certain students, we wish to say a few words. In the first place, we believe that
the wrong imprension was got from Dr. Alexander's remarks; but be
that as it may, have not some of our finest ideals come from fairy stOl'ies?
It was a fairy story that gave us our first ambition, not a greedy,
grasping ambition, but a wholesome one, carrying with it sincere regard for the welfare of all mankind. From fairy tales we first got the
idea o!, man's relation to man, and of one's obligations to others. It was
from them that we first learned about citizenship. What, we ask, can
more forcefully instill into the mind of a child knowledge of duty,
honesty, industry, frugality, and the many other virtues desirable.
in a man than a well-told fairy story? Long ago, "The Little Red Hen"
became a part of us, and we believe we are the better for it.
Would those who are now so ungrate5ully turning their backs upon
'Mama :Bear" and "The Three Little Fishes" like to give up Poe, or
~yron, or Keats, or Wordsworth, or Shakespeare? The tales of fairyland are the poetry of childhood. Do those, who are so extremely practical, enjoy a great novel? Would life be complete without some reading just for the joy of reading? Was it not the fairy tale that first
gave us pleasure in the more imaginative thought? Was it not the fairy
tale that first reached in and plucked our very heartstrings? All around
us in life, we find ugliness, hardship, squalor, suffering. and despair; but,
·to live the abundant life, do we human creatures not need to have a
glimpse into the peace, joy, hope, and beauty of all that life is possible
, of. .h.old1 •i? Such a glimpse comes to one, we beli;eve, in no better
.y•

r.,,.yt
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Must There Be Wars
Wars and rumors of wars depress us from every side. Still more appalling is the dismal warning sounded with such inexorable assurance
by som_e of our greatest men that we are certain to have a war. From
every source, high and low, far and near, we hear the croaking of the
raven; already the death knells are tolling. There is absolutely nothing,

MUSICAL
NOTES \ll- Forney Hall Notes
By GUY TAYLOR
\.______________

It is rumored that Towery slept

"Music, when soft voices die,
Vibrates in the Memory-"
-Shelley
-- ~ The form followed by most
classic composers in their sonatas,
symphonies, quartets, etc., is known
as the "Sonata-allegro" form. This
form is always very strictly applied to the first movement of a
composition, and is sometimes used
\n modified form for other movements.
The word "sonata" originally
meant a piece to bt! sounded
(played), as opposed to "cantata,"
a piece to be sung. In the time of
Bach, a sonata could have been
any instrumental work, no matter
how small. Bach wrote many sonatas which were simply suites o!:
various dance for~, such as the
bouree, .co~rante, gi,gue, etc. The
real begmnmg of the ~nata-alleg~o
form as we know it today is
found in the works ot Bach's son,
Karl Philip Emanuel. B~ch, "".ho
wrote many symphomes m which
can be found very definite traces
of this form. Haydrn, who lived in
the next generation alter K. P. E.
Bach, studied the scores o!-, these
symphonies very carefully, and beJan to apply the sonata focm to
nis own symphonies, gradually im) roving it until he became the
.1ccepted form for symphonies writing.
Th~ sonata-allegro form consists
,f three principal sections, the exposition, the development, and the
:ecapitulation. In the exposition,
the principal an d subordinate
.hemes are stated, in the principal
;cey and a next-related key, respectively, very clearly and with.)Ut elaboration, so that the hearer
has them firmly fixed in his mind.
In the development section, the
composer has freedom to develop
:md elaborate these themes in any
way that he desires. It is in this
section that a composer's originality
and geRius have a chance to assert
themselves.
After the development, the principal and subordinate
,hemes are restated in the same
key, as a sort o! summary of the
movement. Preceding the exposition theme is after an introduetion,
and following the recapitulation
themes is usually a "coda", or
closing section. Between the different sections of the moveme1:1t
are usually s ma 11 "codettes",
which secve as bridges to lead
one section smoothly into the next.
This form is used in the first
movement of all classic symphonies
,md sonatas, and in the ?verture.
An overtl1re' is simply ' the first
movement of a sympho y, complete in itsel~ and requiring no
other movements to complete its
musical meaning. T he second
movement of the symphony is
usually slow, very melodie, tending toward thoughtfulness rather
than brilliance. Different composers use different forms for this
man favoring the sim-

a day: or two this past week-end.
Or did you just accid,entaly, on
purpose, forget, Towery?
Seen wandering aimlessly around
on :llrst floor on Monday afternoon
was none .,,o~er than Raymond
"Ferdinant tlie Bull" Compton, the
pride and joy of Arab (twelve
miles removed).
Welcome back
to the fold, Bull.
:Bouquets to that yodeling "frogtone", Bassett! He manages to
lend that soothing touch of unharmonious melody to the alres>dy
<fuq1,lietening atmosphere of second floor. He prohibits the making of. his room into a slaughter
pen by "shooting the bull" there,
but he doesn't mind visiting other
rooms.
It seems that "Jeff" Butler and
''Es" Hudson are veritable ducks
in their swimming class. Butler
'says he could outswim them all,
but they have at least a head start
on him and he never could overcome that handicap.
.

Ye Olde Gossippe!

They're off . . . . LIVINGTON broke into an early lead at the post,
but a la.rre bay horse, POLICEMAN, from the Anniston stable is surging
into second place .... now they are neck and neck .... Jockey MOON
is civing LIVINGSTON the whip ... But wait, something has happened
to POLICEMAN . . . . he seems to have been knocked backwards .••.
Now they are in the stretch and the Anniston steed is completely out of
the running. The race is all over and the victorious jockey is placing a
WREATH OF FLOWERS a.round the winning horse's neck.
Well, let's settle down to something milder than horse racing, althouch we have committed no wrong because we didn't gamble on the
outcome of the n.ce .... And speaking of horses, it is currently rumored
that LOIS HULGAN and EDITH KELLEY are visited by occasional
NIGHTMARES . . . . V. REECE a.nd I;. SIBERT are showing some of
the old timers just how an ultra-modern courtship should be conducted.!
. • . . Comes next that dear daughter of fate, MABEL ELLIOTT, who
seems to be enjoying many cold drinks at the expense of fallers for "ye
olde line" •.••
Just two more broken-hearted lovers trying to console ea-0h other
are JORDAN a.nd TRIPLETT . . . . or are they? One can't help but
wonder, can one? • . • .
_
Ray's Lake, Gadsden, Is claiming many J. S. T. C. students these
days ••.. Why? Ask TARLETON . . . . Lovely TILDA COX is always
turning up with a new boy friend, but she is, at least, consistent in that
an Anniston lad is always selected for the current "flame" .... HOOTEN
has listed his sweethearts by numbers. Says HOOTEN, "I have a date
with C3 tonight, but I am a.fraid B2 or Dl will leaJ.n of it. I don't care
if Al, A3, or C2 do see us together . . . Well, such is life . . . .
OVERTON, BAKER and WAITES have come to the conclusion that
minors don't count, so, other things being equal, its MAJOR'S for them
now • • . . Anybody know of any superfine selected dirt? Fetch it
around to YE OLD GOSSIPPER . . . . Campus mystery No. 1 ... Why
"The Funny Old Hills" are sing- .has some luresome lass not been able to hook Lester SHIPP? . . . .
ing back to us again, because atter
Grande Finale! (With apologies to Tennyson) 'Tis better, yea a
strolling around the campus this · hundred time'!I better, to have loved and lost than to have loved and woJL
week we noticed none other than
: Daugette Hall folks pay more
"Buck" Hill, that line plunging
money and get better food, but
guard, deeply engrossed in "what
there's betting that the Weatherly
every young man's fancy turns
We must be going collegiate- crowd has more fun. For proof,
to in-".
knickers and motorcycles are ap- visit the park, fountain, or east
value than the minuetto. The pearing on the campus.
steps at sunset.
fourth movement is very brilliant,
not too serious or thoughtful.
Babies like Rachael Wheeler.
Demonstrate your affections in
Many composers follow the sonata- private.
allegro form for this movement,
Too many empty cars roam our
while others use the rondo or pasSeme of the students crumple pa- streets. Give your fellow students
hacaglia forms.
per and rattle candywrappers in a lift; maybe somebody will give
you one when you get too old to
the theatre.
Johannes Brahms
{1836-1897)
teach.
was born at Hamburg, Germany,
All students contacted vow they
* *
the 110n of an orchestra player. He never had such heavy loads as they
For what was Mr. Gary's room
was devoloped first as a pianist, are now carryng-and yet in every secretly r eserved?
but also received sound training in class, members of the Spinster Regicomposition. In his early youth ment ask for extra work. Oh, to be
Can Bernard Hall count his girls
he made extensive concert tours, a Dillinger.
on his fingers?
aP.d attracted the attention of
Llezt and Schumann, whose inSeniors, the rabid desire of lowerIt is in the air that the redheads
fluence opened the way for his want a softball team. The fiery classmen to reach your status is not
first publications. The scholarly brats claim they can lick anything envy of you, but of your privileges.
dignity, harmonic richness, and mu- on the campus.
11'
sical sincerity of his work aroused
We think it fine that Jacksonville
much attention. For the most part
r
emains
a
country
town; but why
Speaking of redheads-it wouldn't
his life was uneventful, bein1 spent be summer school without Kirby stay behind the country in the matin the quiet pursuit of artistic and that cute little Norse - head ter of roads?
ideals. Of great benefit to him was
Studdard.
his friendship with Mme Clara
Knowing how Jacksonville stuSchumann, who was a sympathetic
What is more popular than a ten- dents love home, one does not wonfriend and interpreter of his muder lit their fine cllaracters.
cent movie in a college town?
sic. He died of a painful disease,
and was buried near Beethoven
So the Freshmen still make all
Three consecutive days of any
amd Schubert.
kind of weather brings vociferous the mistakes around here!
His works are not extrondiarily
numerous, but they were elaborat- objection from man.
Red Huff says Mr. Gary's got him
~ with the minutest care and earnhuffing and puffing (in chemistry),
Some of the Daugette Hall girls
"f.'tness. He WVC)te several 1rea,i
tryin~ t o blew :l ~ tr...
aioral w~ks, tylo piano concerts, are always at home. Can that be
why
the
annex
takes
form
so
slow.
<me magnificent violin concerto. a
The r e ought to be a Fourth of
pumber of "Chamber works and ly?
July l'.?Very week.
tour symphonies - all displaying
wonderful technical and emotional
WW
A·~ ~ MG 1¥ f
power and disdain of merely superficial etfort.
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tical, enjoy a great novel? Would life be complete without some reading just for the joy of reading? Was it not the fairy tale that first
gave us pleasure in the more imaginative thought? Was it not the fairy
tale that first reached in and plucked our very heartstrings? All around
us in life, we find ugliness, hardship, squalor, suffering. and despair; but,
' to live the abundant life, do we human creatures not need to have a
glimpse into the peace, joy, hope, and beauty of all that life is possible
ot
Suc,,ll ii ,Umpse comes to ~ne, we believe, in oo ._better

-'=.r

--

-.:-·

Must There Be Wars
Wars and rumors of wars depress us from every side. Still more appalling is the dismal warning sounded with such inexorable assurance
by som_e of our greatest men that we are certain to have a war. From
every source, high and low, far and near, we hear the croaking of the
raven; already the death knells are tolling. There is absolutely nothing,
we are assured that can save us; the calamity is inevitable; we are at
the mercy o!I the whims of the toying Mars.
It is ;;ill so pitiful! Boys and girls are striving to get a college education, the boys that they may be better men-valuable men; the girls that
they may be better women, finer wives-inspiring mothers. Back at
home, the parents are slaving tllat the dreams of their children may be
realized. Other boys and girls, not so fortunate, have had to go to
work, but their goals are also h.igh and worthy. Their parents, too, are
slaving to help them ascend the rockier hill over which fate built their
way. Sum it all up ahd you have the grandest patriotism on earth. In
the palm of th& nation is an enthusiastic youth, fired with the spirit to
do-to do that which will make him worthy of the name citizen, that
which will of its own by-product make the country a greater realm.
But don't these poor boys and girls know that it is only a matter
of time before the former will become guinea pigs for the scientists
o!' death, and the latter will be wearing widow's weeds, or the equally
futile tears of bereaved sisterhood? Don't they know that the national
palm is going to close and crush them, and mangle them, and tear
them, and finally kill them? Don't they know that the palm is going
to plead that it had to close because foreign bayonets were pricking it
beyond endurance? Don't they already hear it howling how the pricks
are biting? Maybe they do; maybe they realize that the are prearing
for a soldier's grave, but being so patriotic they keep trying to make
something of themselves, to prepare for a glorious future which they
will never see. Perhaps they do know all this, and keep perfecting
themselves because they know that the war lords, like all butchers,
want only the finest on which to ply their trade.
Vlb .. t 11as all this ranting to do with school teachers? Probably very
little; possibly very much. We have faith that it will mean much if
every teacher will consider these questions, studiously, sincerely, and
open-minded, before he, or she teaches another class:
. Who bears the brunt of every military conflict? Was there a
single humane thing in the Treaty of Versailles and the other treaties
closing the World War? Why did M;r. Wilson give up his "peace without victory"? How did France conduct herself after the war? What
have been the imperial policies of the United States, Great Britain, and
France? Isn't it a bit like reading about the terrible tactics employed
by certain present-day dictatorial powers? What are the facts concerning propaganda just before, and during, the World War? Why is it now
~o _hard to hear one good thing about Germany, Italy, or Japan? Why
1s it equally hard to hear one bad thing about England or France? And
have you noticed that, since Mr. Stalin has been casting encouraging
glances at Johnnie Bull and his gesticulating, mustached ftriend across
the channel, the U. S. S. R. is rapidly changing from a despised dictatorship to a f.airy decent place? Have you ever thought how much a picture of an American C. C. C. camp might lC>Gk like the pictures we
see of German Concentration camps? And lastly, who has ever won a
war?
IT WOULD BE WESTERN UNION about the course."
Taking out his bluebook, he wrote
Of all the stories we've heard modestly, "I don't know anything
about examinations, the one we about the course,'' and left the exlike best concerns the not-so-dumb amination room at exactly eight
freshman who went to a history minutes after nine.
final not only totally unprepared
The professor, caught in a technibut also totally unashamed. When cal trap, gave our friend an "A"
the papers were passed out, our and now we're laughin1 a little at
friend glanced at his lackadaisically the two hundred other students who
and began whistling softly to him- wrote hurriedly for three hours
self. The sheet contained one state- and perhaps emerged with a "C" at
ment; "Write everything you know best.

-~ •- '" -~
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closing section. Between the
rerent sections of the movement
are usually s ma 11 "codettes",
which se;rve as bridges to lead
one section smoothly into the next.
This form is used in the first
movement of all classic symphonies
and sonatas, and in the ?verture.
An overt\1re' is simply , the first
movement ot. a 11ymphony, complete in itsel~ and requiring no
other movements to complete its
musical meaning. T h e second
movement of the symphony is
usually slow, very melodie, tending toward thoughtfulness rather
than brilliance. Different composers use different forms for this
movement, many favoring the simple three-part song form, or the
SQnata-allegro form with the development left out.
The thir•
movement of most classic symphoaies was a cay minuetto, providing a contrast to the slow and
thoughtful second movement. Bethoven invented and used in most
of his symphonies the " scherzo"
(meaning "to laugh"), which is a
quick, licht, and often ironic rnovemeI1t, of much greater musical

Schumann, who was a sympathetic
friend and interpreter of his music. He died of a painful disease,
and was buried near Beethoven
pnd Schubert.
His works JI.re not extrondiarily
numerous, but they were elaborat~ with the min"tltest care and earnewtness. fie w te several ireat
oral worltS,
o piano concerts,
one magnificent violin concerto. a
number of hamber works and
four symphonies - all displaying
wonderful technical and emotional
power and disdain of merely superficial effort.
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Knowing ow Jacksonv' e stuWhat is more popular than a ten- dents love home, one does not wonder qt their fine cllaracters.
cent movie in a college town?
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So the Freshmen still make all
Three consecutive days of any
lcind of weather brings vociferous the mistakes around here!
·lEobjection from man.
Red Huff says Mr. Gary's got him
huffing and puffing (in chemistry),
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are always at home. Can that be
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JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
"ATTEND THE THEATRE OFTElll
PICTURES ARE YOUR BEf

Compllmenta

DB. A. J. BEAJU>

BECAUSE . . . . "MOTION
---- ...... "'.Y.'l""T"'"

THURSDAY AND FRO
THE "ALL AMERICAN BOY" IN T
MJCKEY ROO

Dea&b&

"THE ADVE
HUCKLEBE

Cempllmeata
DR. F. M. LAWRENCE
Dentls&

THE OUTSTANDING PRODUCTIO
BEAUTY AND ROMANCE OF THE
AMERICAN CAST-WALTER CO
REX INGRAM AS "JIM"-WILLI~
SATURDAY·
THE PRINCESS PRESENTS T 1
PROGRAM IN M
BOB STE

"DURANGO VA
RIDING TO NEW THRILLS
45s BLAZING
-2ND BIG
JOE PENNER-THE ONE AND 0
SPLITrlNG THRILLNG AN
PICTURE OF ,

"MR. DOODLE
JUNE TRAVIS - AND
CARTOON AND THE NEXT
"DICK TRACY
MONDAY-JULY 1
THE BTORY OF THE FIGHT AND
THE THEATRICAL WORLl
AND GLORY OF BEIN
LUISE RAINER TWICE ACAD.

APPROVAL OF
THE £ROWD!

"DRAMATI
With-PAULETTE GODD
· vmGINIA GREY "FREE DISHES TO THE

You tlon't have to go In for any bathing
beauty contest to g~t the crowd'• approval
around thi1 campus. There's not a corn)
t1reu in the whole MANGEL'S eolleetion at $6.98. It's hard to belieTe uatil
you see them. So, after your elaH today
take a trip down to MANGEL'S pd you'll

TUESDAY-J\JJIJ~
THE MOST UNUSUAL DRAMA OF THE CURRENT MOTION
PICTURE SEASON COMES TO THE SCREEN IN ALL IT'S
NATURAL SPLENDOR & HEART TOUCHING BEAUTY

"TRADE WINDS"
WITH THIS SPLENDID CAST-FREDRIC MARCH - JOAN BENNETr
RALPH BELLAMY - ANN SOTHERN
WEDNESDAY-JULY 12
FOR OUR BARGAIN DAY PROGRAM WE BRING THIS HILARIOUS
FARCE-BOB HOPE AND MARTHA RAYE-IN

"NEVER SAY DIE"

,,,., he wavinc~.

lOe

j

ADMISSION

''THE STORY OF VERNON AND
IRENE CASTLE"
... -~-.

18c

COMING THURSDAY AND FRIDAY-JULY 13 & U
THE KING AND QUEEN OF DANCE AGAIN DANCE THEIR WAY
INTO YOUR HEART IN THEIR GREATEST AND GRANDEST STORY.
IT'S DIFFERENT-IT'S A TOP PRODUCTION AND IT'S PRODUCED
BY THE PRODUCER OF "SWINGTIME" "ROBERTA" AND
"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
FRED ASTAIRE AND GINGER ROGERS-IN

With EDNA MAY OLIVER - WALTER BRENNAN
LEW FIELDS AND JANET BEECHER

'l'ltE · TEAOOLA

FRIDAY, JULY 7. 1939

Pare

a

OF EDUCATION''
DR. L. W. ALLISON'S ''A · P1~1ILOSOPHY
,
ef-1 which

these instruments are to become
fective in controlling the behavior
of the group. This is provided for
largely in human society by vocal
and written language.
cial habituation is the means by
·ch these
mechanisms are transmitted to later
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The demand generations.
Thus it must be clear that there
for Dr. L. W. Allison's "A Philosophy of Education" has been great is distinct difforence between the
during the past few months, so, in societal pattern based upon the
answer to titls demand, we are utilization of th() instruments of
publishing it in this issue. All culture and that of the biosocial
teachers, as well as those who plan pattern based upon the functioning
to teach in the future, are urged to o:'.l inherited i;tructures only.
The basis of all activity is to be
save this sheet from the TEAfound in the natt.ral or biological
COLA.)
cravings, desires, and impulses. If
these, however, were made the
Any sound philosophy of educa- basis of all man's activity, unchangtion will have to take into con- ed and unmodified by an environside-:ation the following:
ment which he has created, his
(1) The original nature of man. achievements could, at most, only
reach the biosocial level. But the
(2) The nature of learning.
environment which man has creat(3) The place of subject-mated for himself offers far greater
ier.
possibilities for his development
(4) 'T he concept of democracy than that provided by nature. The
and its relation to individual law of nature is the survival of the
:fireedom.
fittest, but the law of civilization
A philosophy of education should is the mutual cooperation of each
'be to the school what the blue individual for the common good of
prints and specifications are to the all. In the jungle the tiger is
caught by the trap set by man, or
contractor. It should set forth clearif perchance he does escape, he
ly the design of the social order to seems not be able effectively to
be executed through education. pass on his experience to his less
Systematic planning and organiza- cunning brother, and man gets his
tion are the secret of success in •tiger.
Civilization is the name for the
the accomplishment of any pur- pattern by which we live, in conpose.
trast to that of the savage. This
The weakest spot in society to- pattern is not designed in the oriday seems to be in the realm ot ginal nature of man~ but only the
ideals, purposes, and aims, or a ability to achieve this high state
sound basic philosophy of life.
is provided. The pattern for a bioWe have made tremendous pro- social order can be found in the origress in the field of science and ginal nature o~ man. Mating reinvention in the past hundred production, food getting, and food
years. The interpretation of the sharing are provided for in · the orieffects o:!I these accomplishments ginal n ature of man. To mother
on the individual and social life the species was not left to the patof man has lagged :far behind. And tern of civilization, but was laid
But · the
60 once more we seem to have .in the basic protoplasm.
been blinded by the flesh pots of mother of the poet's pen is a work
Egypt to the higher purposes of of art, and the tools are not of the
life. And may it not be true that material but of the ideal. Primithe time has not yet come to con- tive man utilized whatever nature
sign to the dump heap of human offered in the way o:'.\ caves and
ideology the significant observation ravines as a lodging place, and yet
of the sage of the past that "As a we can scarcely imagine his emo• tions being stirred by the musical
man thinketh in his heart, so 1s
he"?
strains of "Home Sweet Home".
Between the high and lofty of
ref-0rmation, the in- c1v1
· ·1·1zat·ion on th e one h an d an d
The reliaious
.,
dustrl·a1 revolution, and the cul- th e 1ow b ase of th e savage on the
tural renaissance all bear hiS t orical other, there is eternal conflict. In
" s t a t emen t w ard en
evl.dence to the effectiveness of in- suppor t of th is
tellectual idealism in the deter- (9) says: "The truth seems to be
ml· nation of human behavior. To th a t mo d ern man s t 1"ll possesses
deny to man the ability to learn the brute instincts of his anthrofrom the printed and spoken wo:d poid and pro-human forebears.
is to disregard the facts of his- Open revolt is prevented only by
tory and to debase man to the level virtue of the long period of social
of the common brute of the field. habituation during individual deEven Dewey (4) the great modern velopment." He further states that
exponent of the "learn-by-doing" l'The antagon ism between nature
or experime_ntal met~od in educa- and the social order is still strong
tion, recognizes °:e importance. of enough in the adult to require the
an idea: "There is no sue~ th:ng P. esence of a strin ent legal and

Local Teacher
Prepares Paper
On Edacation

are, as· Dashiell (2) says,
"common to all learning". And he
accordingly states four such principles: "(l) In every case the learner must be in some way motivated;
(2) but he meets some obstruction;
(3) he displays his repertoire oi
acts -(or ideas of acts); and (4) i~
a given act (or idea of act) st::.nds
in a -fruitful relationship to the
objective it will, immediately or
eventually, become the established
line of action."
The bases for
these general statements about
learning are supported by an
abundance -of experimental data
which it does not seem necessary
to review at this time.
The ~/Unction of -learning is to
enable the individual to -make better adjustments to the environment than he would be able to
make in terms of his native equipment. By this function tnan is
also able to create · an environment
which will support life where the
natural environment would not.
Through the process or learning
man drains the swamps, rids hirnself of diseases, and invents better ways of getting what ·he needs
and getting rid of what he does
not need.
This process we call learning is
not something apart from, or· outside of, the organism, but is a
function o'.i · the particular pattern
or organization of the various parts
of the organism. And the behavior of an organism at any given
time is dependent, according to
Perrin and Klein (7), upon the following factors: "(l) The nature
of the bodily equipment; (2) the
nature of the stimulus or situation·
(3) the nature of the existing phy~
siological condition; and (4 "the nature and in:'1uence of its previous
experience." A brief explanation
of these points should make clear
their meaning.
The locomotion of man differs
from that of the bird because of a
difference in structure. The fact
that man does not fly (without
mechanical aid) is not so much that
he lacks the desire to fly, but that
he lacks the structure· necessary
for him to do so.
That the nature of the stimulus is
important in determining the mode
of response may be seen from the
opposing reactions · of your dog.
The behavior of the dog will be
seen to be vary according to the
kind of stimulation · given.
There are internal as well as external stimuli acting upon an organism at all times, such as hunger, thirst, and other org-anic conditions of a more diffused sorO A
hungry mob will make a mad rush
for the mess ·hall when i.he gong
sounds, but an individual who is
nauseated will not be thus attracted.
That" the present behavior of an
organism is dependent upon the
nature and influence of its previous
experience need l"ttle com ~n

l

and perhaps many others of a ing to cause them personally to obvious that a practical Democsimilar organic nature. From the experience, in real life situations, racy, ai least, is very definitely dedominance of these we are able to all the elements and antecedent fined and circumscribed by laws,
extricate ourselves through the parts which go into the making resolutions, and custom&, within
1:!i::ch:i:1isms of culture, which we of this intricate web, is to confound the framework of which the indihave by virtue of the fact th:it the imagination of a super-man.
vidual, with equal deftniteness,
A doctor, to be a success, needs must circumscribe his activity it
w e belong to that order of creriicn known as man. The second to know the fundamental prin- he is to enjoy the fullest possible
class of motives includes such ac- ciples of. the practice of medicine measure of personal freedom.
0uired drives (based no doubt up- before he starts to work. This is
Such a concept of government
;n -the native), purposes, ideals, not, strictly speaking, training for should not be understood to mean
habits,sentiments, and many other the -p resent or training in terms of the subordination of thef reedom
learned "mechanisms" which regu- the interests of the present, but of the individual to the will, or dicla te · and control the activities of; preparation for the future. If in tation of a Super-State, because the
c ur lives (3, 5) .
the medical school curriculum, we State as herein defined is the
lt should be noted here, how- should make use of only those ac- tangible, if somewhat vague, repever, that there is nothing in the . tivities which were of interest to resentation of the will and expresnature of the motive, as such, to the medical students · at that time, sion of the majority, and is subdetermine the quality of the ac- the quality and usefulness of the ject to change at any time by the
tivity engaged in, except in so far_ medical profession would not long action of the majority.
as it removes the source of stimu- endure. Such training, however,
The stabilization factor in belation. A human being who has is based upon the mastery of such havior (see Sec. 2) is to be found
not acquired the civilized ways of facts and theories, practices and in the cumulative effects of l~rnacting c.ould not, when motivated skills as have been found to be of ing, or habit forming. As long as
by hunger or sex, be concerned use in this field of human service. we have governments of any kind,
about the ethical manner in which Can we expect to do less in the we shall have laws and standards,
these motives were satisfied. In field of education and save the and the personal freedom of the
terms of nature's economy it would country for democracy, for our- individual will depend upon hia
make little difference how these selves, or, for that matter, for any- conformity to those laws and stanmotives were satisfied, but in thing?
dards. When he does not conform
terms of civilized standards it
Any objection that this ii an to these laws and standards he
might mean the difference between unjustified defense of the place of thereby surrenders his cons~.,_- - -r -....
a fine, useful member of society subject-matter, as such, in the cur- al rights oi govertrmen£~ Such a
and a morally and socially dissi- riculum of the modern school, is sad human plight of segregation,
pated human wreck. All the hor- perhaps due to the lack of suffic- or annihilation, can be prevented,
rors and terrors of the theologian's ient knowledge of some of the more as we see it, only by exerting sufeternal hell of the hereafter could extreme points of views and prac- ficient pressure upon the individnot deter such an individual from tices today.
ual early in life to insure the :!lormTo attempt to evaluate subject- ation of such patterns of behavior
his course of action without the
saving grace of a regenerated orig- matter in terms of the undeveloped and will enable him to conform to
inal nature through the formation interests of the child is to disre- the social standards set up by sogard the fundamental facts of ciety.
of the opposite kind of habits.
In the light o:. these racts from Child Psychology, and to close one's
We are not suggesting here a
science, supplemented by the wii- eyes to all common-sense observa- return to barbarious force, physical
dom from general observation, how tions. Interests must be created ~utality, or 1menta1 torture to
long shall we take seriously the and developed if one is to apprec- bring about the socialization of
question as to not only the right, iate the socially and culturally good the individual, for what we believe
but the responsibility, of age and in contrast with biological suffic- to be for his own best interest a.
experience to guide the footsteps iency.
well as the best interest of society,
of youth and inexperience?
The function of education should but rather a humane method, which,
There is no doubt that a child be to supply the individl1.ll with it applied early enough, will inmay learn through its experience, that particular kind of information sure the conformity of the individand at least part of the time, may and skills which wili best fit him ual's behavior to the social stanhit upon th,e right track. But it to function in the social order in dards, with a minimum of personal
would seem that life is too short which he finds himself now, as discomfort compared with what he
and the knowledge of the world in well as in the future. In so far as must suffer later on for the violawhich we live too great and com- the child's present interests con- tion of nature's laws and the laws
plex to leave to the child the re- form with this program, they may made by man.
sponsibility of guiding us in the di- be used to advantage. In the event
The conduct of individual freerection which he thinks he would such interests are not present, how- dom, when carried to such exlike to travel.
ever, it would seem to be the duty tremes as indicated by certain mod.(3) The Place of Subject-Matter. and responsibility of education to em schools of thought, destroys
In subject-matter we have the ac- make use of the instruments of not only the foundation of all govcumulation o:", the invaluable wis- motivation, discussed above, for ernment, but also the basic philosdom of the human race. In that the purpose of creating such inter- ophy underlying all religious pracparticular division of human knowl- ests as are necessary to accomplish tices and teachings, and the indiedge known as History we have the the task at hand, as set forth in the vidual would become the supreme
record of man's struggle from the educational design. Thus it will interest of the society which he is
dark! and distant lowly estate seem that we recognize in subject- soon to become unfitted to inhabit.
thro, gh the high and mightly con~ matter, not something of secondary
Common-sense observation should
ste ations of the one great, but importance in the training of an lead any ra !onal per12n -~ .Jhf!...
now dead civilization; his successes individual to be used i~ and when conviction
in dealing with \
and failures, his ups and downs, he may desire it, but something of human beings, one has to use the
and his struggles to make perma- primary and indispensable impor- language and the means of control
nent, a superior state of existence tance.
which they understand, as distasteare all carefully preserved in the
For the benefit of those who ap- ful as it often is. It looks hard,
pages o~ history as beacon lights parently confuse the difference, or and inhuman, to shoot down upon
to guide the footsteps of man today. who recognize no difference, be- the streets of our cities and the
From the proper use of these rec- tween the interest and the need highways of our country the ruthords we might be spared some of of a child we submit the follow- less killers of innocent human be·
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1rstrams o ·Home swee Kome··.
opposing reactions · of your dog. In subject-matter we have the ac- make use of the instruments of not only the foundation of all ,rovhe"?
Between the high and lofty of The behavior of the dog will be cumulation o~ the invaluable wis- motivation, discussed above, for ernment. but also the basic philoaThe religious ref-0rmation, the in- civilization on the one hand and seen to be vary according to the dom of the human race. In that the purpose of creating such inter- opby underlying all religious pracdustrial revolution, and the cul- the low base of the savage on the kind of stimulation " given.
particular division of human knowl- ests as are necessary to accomplish tices and teachings, and the inditural renaissance all bear historical other, there is eternal conflict. In
There are internal as well as ex- edge known as History we have the the task at hand, as set forth in the vidual would become the supreme
evidence to the effectiveness of in- support of this statement Warden ternal stimuli acting upon an or- reco.-d of man's struggle from the educational design. Thus it will interest of the society which he is
tellectual idealism in the deter- (9) says: "The truth seems to be ganism at all times, such ·a s hun- dark and distant lowly estate seem that we recognize in subject- soon to become unfitted to inhabit.
mination of human behavior. To that modern man still possesses ger, thirst, and other orgJnic con- throµgh the high and mightly con- matter, not something of secondary
Common-sepse observation should
deny to man the ability to learn the brute instincts of his anthro- ditions of a more diffusEfd sort A stel ations of the one great, but importance in the training of an lead any r~(al perw.n t<!. ~f'! _ ___....,. •---,c:-from the printed and spoken word poid and pro-human forebears. hungry mob will make a. mad rush
in dealing with
dead civilization; his successes individual to be used if and when conviction t
is to disregard the facts of his- Open revolt is prevented only by for the mess ·hall when ~e gong
failures, his ups and downs, he may desire it, but something of human beings, one has to use the
tory and to debase man to the level virtue of the long period of social sounds, but an individual who is
his struggles to make perma- primary and indispensable impor- language and the means of control
of the common brute of the field. habituation during individual de- nauseated will not be thus attractwhich they understand, as distastea superior state of existence tance.
Even Dewey (4) the great modern velopment." He further states that ed.
For the benefit of those who ap- ful as it often is. It looks hard,
are all carefully preserved in the
exponent of the "learn-by-doing" 'The antagonism between nature
That· the present behavior of an pages o~ history as beacon lights parently confuse the difference, or and inhuman, to shoot down upon
or experimental method in educa- and the social order is still strong organism is dependent upon the to guide the footsteps of man today. who recognize no difference, be- the streets of our cities and the
tion, recognizes the importance of enough in the adult to require the nature and influence of its previous From the proper use of these rec- tween the interest and the need highways of our country the ruthan idea: "There is no such thing presence of a stringent legal and experience needs little comment. ords we might be spared some of of a child, we submit the follow- less killers of innocent human beas e;xperiment <in :the scientific judicial system."
The ~odor of a flower or the melody the bitter experiences which our ing problem: If a child had an ab- ings, but there are apparenUy some
sense unless action is directed by
Heredity sets the limits or bound- of a song may arouse a very pleas- less fortunate forbears had in their scessed tooth which should be re- people who understand only the
moved, upon which would you language of steel and lead. The
some leading idea."
aries, and environment shapes and ant or a very sad emotion depend- struggles for progress.
With this brief introduction we directs the patterns of growth. ing upon the nature ofr its past
In literature we have the record base your action, the interest or one bright spot in this othef'Wise
shall now return to an exposition Therefore it would seem to be the association in the experience of the of the thoughts, f.e elings, and emo- the_need of the child?
fatal picture is the rapidly develol the four points staled above.
responsibility of education to take individual.
" tions which man has experienced · (4) The Concept of Democracy oping scientific evidence that erim-·
(1) The Original Nature of Man. what nature offers in the child and
The laws of nature are more in his quest for the ideal. This and its relation to Individual Free- inals are made, and not born. If
The term, original nature of man, transform it according to the cul- constant and more exacting than record is checkered and mingled dom. In the Declaration o". Inde- there is even a particle ot truth
as used here is intended to in- tural standards, even at the ex- most of the rules made by man, with the tragic and the comic, as pendence we have, perhaps, the in the teaching of child psycholo,ry
clude all that man would be by pense of the inhibition of his more and hence learning takes place well as the more sober thoughts clearest statement of the id~als of that the first six years of life of
virtue of that which he inherits primitive nature.
more quickly. A child soon learns and actions of man. Wtihout the democracy to be found anywhere: the child are more important in
and appreciation of "We hold these truths to be self- determining his life pattern than
in terms of structures functioning
(2) The Nature, of Learning. Ii\ not to touch the hot stove, but knowledge
in a natural environment unmodi- introducing the second point, the less quickly not to visit the for- such a heritage as this, life today evident, that all men are created any other period of a like number
would partake of the drab and equal, that they are endowed by of years, this fact should arouse
fled by culture. This is to be dis- nature of learning, it is probably bidden cookie jar.
tinguished from pure heredit~ (if necessary to make a few general
The effects of learning are ac- commonplace. To ignore the im- their Creator with certain tmalien- every thinking person to the tresuch can be conceived) and is in- statements by way of explanation cumulative.
To every stimulus portance of such an instrument for able Rights, that among these are mendous responsibility !-or proper
tended to include a type of bioso- !or the benefit of those who may there must be some response, either the training of the youth o:', any Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of guidance during these early years.
In attempting to solve the comclal culture characteristic o:!; primi- not be familiar with the more com- internal or external. Energy once generation would be to break faith Happiness. That to secure these
tive man in contrast to the culture monly accepted points of view. initiated does not simply come to with the past and to annihilate the rights, governments are instituted plex problems of modern civilizamong men, deriving their just ation we seem to have shirked our
of modern man. Heredity is de- Learning is the name for the pro- nothing.
Every reaction result- future.
fined by Sandiford (8) as "the sum cess engaged in by an organism ing from such stimulation modifies
In the field of Art man has en- powers from the consent of the responsibility to the youth of at
least two or three generations un•
total of the potentialities possessed to get something, to do something, the situation. In this fact we have deavored to reproduce upon his can- governed."
by an organism in the zygote stage or to rid itself of something for the secret of the controlling or vas a speck, at last, of the beauty
In the preamble to the Constitu- der the guise of Freedom and
of its existence." This definition which it native equipment does not dominating character o.~ learning and grandeur which nature in her tion we have the statement ot the Democracy and the right to comrecognizes the cellular theory of provide the pattern of. action. A in the behavior of the individual. bounty so lavishly spread
out social conduct entered into by the plete unhampered individual exorganisms and the gehetic con- sound theory of learning would What we learn at any given time around him. In those rare and people of the United States for pression. As a result there seems
tinuity between successive gen- seem to be of paramount import- is important, not only in itself hallowed moments, perhaps fully the purpose of realizing the ideals to have been much done that
erations. We also recognize that ance to a sound theory of educa- alone. but also in determining, how appreciated by the artist alone, set forth in the Declara•ion of In- should not have been done and
heredity without some kind of en- tion. This is especially true if we the next situation will be met.
when nature seems to murmur her dependence: "We, the people of much undone that ·should have
vironment is · as meaningless as accept the position that civilizaThus in the modified nature of most beautiful designs and patterns the United States, in order to form been done. Apparently we have
something in a vacuum. An organ- tion is fundamentally a coml:iina- the organism, because of learning, into the deeper recesses of his be- a more perfect Union, establish forgotten that, in spite of e fKt
ism must have food, water, air, and tion of habits or acquired way of we have the key to the stabilizing ing, he catches for us a glimpse of justice, insure domestic tranquility, that the social order is continually
a generally favorable surrounding living.
agency in behavior, or the basis of a rare human being in quest of the provide f-0r the common defense, changing, there are some fundain which to live. This concept of
There are, broadly speaking, two prediction. And in the nature of supreme esthetic beauty. While we promote the general welfare, and mental principles of human nature
ti,:!redity and 1mvironment does not types of behavior recognized to- the stimulus and the motive we . may not all be artists, to rob hu- secure the blessings of liberty to which remain essential!:, unchani•
Imply the achievement of a cul- day, non-variable or unlearned and have the secret to the problem of ' manity of the appreciation of this ourselves and our posterity, do or- ed through the ages, among which
tural level by man, but it does im- variable or learned. The first type how behavior is initiated. The term fine accomplishment would be to dain and establish this Constitu- is the capacity to acquire, when
properly guided, J!rom the accumply the continuity of. the biologi- is represented by such reactions "stimulus" is used when referring destroy one of his most valuable tion."
cal existence of man.
as the physiological processes of a to a simple type of reaction nnd treasures.
In Article X of the Constitution ulated wisdom of mankind, ethical.
The original nature of man to- metabolic sort, as well as reflexes where the reaction is o!, the rather
In the field of science we have we find the statement delegating moral, and spiritual V'Slues by
day is essentially the same as and instincts. The second type in- direct and immediate sort. The the record of man's battles waged the authority to the United States, which to regulate our behavior tor
that of his remote human ances- volves a change or modification in term motive or motivation is used for the supremacy ov& the phen- to the various States, and to the the realization of the highest pos•
try. This position presupposes an the,. structure of the organism, es- when referring to a complex situa- omenal world for his own benefac- individual: "The Powers, not dele- sible state of human worUi..
Statistics show that twent7 per
:acceptance of Weismann's con- pecially the central processes or tion where the final response is tion. To ignore the importance of gated to the United States by the
:tlnuity of the germ plasm and the the central nervous system; this we not so direct or immediate.
the place of scientific knowledge in Constitution, nor prohibited by it, cent of our crimes today are com·theory of the nontransmission of call learning. For convenience of
Carr (1) defines a motive as "a the life of man today would be to to the States, are reserved. to the mitted by persons who have not
:acquired characteristics. It is a far discussion learning is frequently relatively persistent stimulus that discard the most effective weapon States respectively, or to the peo- reached the voting age. From an
address delivered by J. Edgar
cry from primitive man to the divided into two types. The first dominates the behavior of an in- with which to wage the battle for ple."
· present time. Nature was no less type deals with the rather simple dividual until he reacts in such a life itself. To attempt to learn all
Thus it would seem that the Hoover (6), ot the F. B. I., U. S.
generous with man than with the habit formation o~ the sensorimo- manner that he is no longer affect- these facts from first-hand experi- ideals set forth in the documents Department of Jus:tice, before •
rest of the animal kingdom in so tor type, and the second with the ed by it." In this definition of a ence would be utterly foolish. To here referred to would justify the convention o!I boys' clubs of Amerfar as providing tbe equipment for more. complex processes commonly motive we see that the emphasis accept what has been given to us following definition of Democracy: ica, in Philadelphia (1936) we
biological adaptation was concern- known as the higher mental or is upon the dominating and con- from the bountiful store of scien- Democracy is that form of govern- quote: "The time has come when
ed. And we are thankful for that, through activity.
trolfing elements, which must be tific knowledge, as a foundation up- ment which provides for the real- proper respect of law should be
but, perhaps, most grateful for the -There is much ' to. bef;und-in the satisfied by the activity of the in- on which to build a greater and ization of the greatest amount of the prime element of all education,
capac~ty to achieve a destiny. far psychological literature coneerning dividual before life can return to even more valuable fund of scien- good for the greatset number of in the church, in the home, in the
superior to th_a~ ~f the amn:ial the various points of view as to how the even tenor of its way. When tific knowledge, would seem to be those engaged in the enterprise of school, in the college, and in our
through the utilization of ~e m- people learn. The three most com- such a single activity has been the part of wisdom. The single self-government, by representa- daily life." In the same address
he further says: "The sentimental
struments of our own creatwn.
mon, perhaps, are the trial-and-er- successfully engaged in, the effect life.-times of our greatest scien- tion.
Such Constitutional Government theorists who dominate the presentThe basic mechanisms of this ror, the conditioned response, and o1 such an endeavour at once be- tists, aided by the accomplishments
cultural ordoc or high human des- the insight theories. The hard and comes an addition to the already of, all their predecessors, have been as we have herein set forth, for the day child guidance, however, betiny are, according to Warden, (9) fast divisions among the various accumulated equipment for ad- far too great to complete th& task realization of. our democratic ideals, lieve that if a child is chastised.
allotted to them. To attempt to is made practicable by what is it may develop an inhibition or
"invention,
communication,
and theories, however, seem to be rapid- justment in the future.
There are two classes of motives. train young people today to carry known and provided for in the affect its later self-e'.kpression. So
social habituation." Inventions re- ly disappearing in the light of a
fer to the skills and tools, belie!'s voluminous amount of research. The first are those which we have on, if not to eompletion, at least a Constitution, as Legislative, Exec- long as we tail to recognize that
and customs, laws and institutions. And we seem now in a position to in common ,with the animal king- step higher, the unfinished work utive, and Judicial divisions of discipline is an essential pert of
,Communication is necessary if state some fundamental principles dom, such as hunger, thirst, sex, , of these great scientists by attempt- authority. Thus it must become (See "EDUCATION" On Pa,e ')
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Swimmers Hold
Meet June 23

Aquatic sport fans were favored at the local swimming pool on
Friday evening, June 23, with the
full repertoire of water tricks and
capers put on by members of the
local swimming classes and special
visitors from the military units at
Fort McCellan.
All 6tyles of
swimming, both racing and recreational, were demonstrated perfe ctly by the visiting mermen.
Diving for form and speed in
swimming take-off was demonstr ated. Our local boys were most
pr9lific in their variation of plain
and fan cy diving, the honors going to Paul Small, Sophomore, and
to Billy F arrel and Lawrence Gidley, of the high school. Our pride
of the spring board, Johnnie Hall,
was out of the meet, suffering a
slight back injury sustained in recent diving activities.

Guess Who?
Answers to GUESS WHO? in last
issue.
· Teach er: Dr. Calvert.
Student: Ruth Stockdale.

~ --
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ALEXANDER

RECREATION

REPORT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
maintaining discipline in the classroom were given consideration. Dr.
Alexander emphasized the necessity
for improving the record system.
More detailed records of each student's health, scholarship, emotional
status, and social compatibility
should be made.
Friday was devoted to a program
for the benefit of superintendents,
supervisers, principals, and others
in the field. Certain city and county representatives made reports of
progress in their locality, and Dr.
Alexander spoke and held a roundtable discussion. The program of
Friday's conference is printed in
another section of this issue.
Dr. Alexander and Dr. Agnes
Snyder, who will be back later in
the summer, are joint consultants
for this institution in helping revise and reorganize the curriculum
for the college and training school
Working with the faculty on plans
for the future, they are enterinit
their second year in this capacity,
and it is hoped that they will be
affiliated with this school for some
years to come.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
college, but with the idea of illUlitrating to our students throUih
participation the proper way of
promotinit a recreational proeram
in other schools.
The recreational program will be
enlarged from time to time. The
activities will be organized into
clubs, each club beine limited to
thirt¥ members.
The recreational sports clubs to
be tl.rst organized will be (1) Horseshoe, (2) Shuffleboard, (3) Paddle tennis, (4) Hiking, and (5)
Badminton. The recreational social clubs will be (1) Dance, (2)
Bridge, (3) Knitting and sewing,
(4) Checkers. A list of the activities has been posted on the bulletion board. Those who are interested please sign in correct section,
then meet in auditorium Tuesday
morning, July 11, at ten o'clock at
which time clubs will be orranized.
A mimeographed copy of the
rules for each game will be available to eacr_ club member.
Extensiv~ plans have been made
tor the );uildin1 oi additional courts
for sr.uffleboard, one of the most
hea!ch-giving games, which may
be played by anyone at any time,
anywhere. The first record of this
PQpular game is found in the 15th
century when Kini HeIJ.ry VIII issued a decree that the men should
no longer play shuffleboard because they were neglectinr archery, and he waated them ready for
war. The next playinf of the fame
was on shipbourd, where it has
been used for over 100 years. It
is c1 great joy-iiver to all passengers on steamboats as anybody can
play it, even during heavy seas.
Shuffleboard now has a new setting. From on shipboard where
the game so long ruled as the most
popular of deck sports, it has
spread, first to the South, then
North and West and found new
popularity. It is also beinr played
in Canada. The fl.rst record of the
game being played in the United
States was at Daytona Beach,
Florida. It is very impressive to
find in travelin1 about Florida,
that there is hardly a town of any
size where courts for shuffleboard
have not been laid, everywhere
crowds of people playinc or waitlng for their chance to tet in a
game. Parks, recreation centers,
and summer resorts, are providinf
this game for their ,uestss.
Because everybody can play it
and derive healtll and happiness
from its gentle exercise, it seems
destined to be the most popir
game in the United States a dCanada. ·

<coNTINUED FRoll PAGE 1>
Capitol Hotel with the party. After dinner we went to Music Hall
in Radio City, atterwards stolling
up Broadway to Times S~uare and
to 42nti Street. Quite a thrill to
see so many people. Don't they
ever go to bed?
Tuesday, June 6-A mad scramble <;if baas, bellhops, taxis-all to
the dock. Dr. Jones was so excited he didn't know· where three
steamship tickets had gone. A wild
chase to the baeeage to ftnd his
brie~ case, and the tickets! Boarded Ile de hance · five minutes before sailing-but one member missing. At last, just as the rang plank
is goinit to be drawn she breathlessly dashes to the plank and
aboard the ship.
Wednesday, June 7--Gettini accustomed to being aboard ship.
Sittinf on deck in heavy coats,
covered with blankets.
French
food! I I I I. One course after
another, •boat 5eVen to ten in all.
You don't like Spinach? ' But you
would, cooked like the French cook
it. A life-boat drill at 3 P.M. was
excitinf, but the life belts are too
buntlesome. Discovered that we
had an orchestra of Americal} college boys to play for us. Also a
French orchestra. Dancing, a cine,,
ma, leter writing in the liltrary.
Thursday, June 8-A rough day.
Half the party sea siek; strange to
see one then another leave the
dinin~ room; a Ftench movie.
Friday June 9-A tour of the entire ship-.alons, bar, tea rooms.
smokers, libraries, tymnasiums,
beauty shops, flower shop, fi~
sho:p, kitchens, children's playroom.
Oh, these stairs: Music, dancing,
eatin1; exercisina our "parlez vous
trancais".
Saturday, June 10-Classes have
becun-le professeur, le crayon,
etc., movies,-lottery for seaman's
fund at nichi; all well and on deck.
Notice Frenc~en with heret!l.
Since it is Saturday, perhaps I
should mention that baths are ordered, a tub is filled with salt water
and splash! !marine makin1 an en1a1ement for a bath! Oh, yes, Pierre
or Jacques, or Jean or some steward sashec in and out of the cabin
at an:, moment.
Sunday, June 11-Services in
chapel; concert in the afternoon
by pasHnfers; lut :rnlnute letter
wrltinr; pictures taken of the 1roup
on deok with head steward and
kitchen steward; movies at nI&ht;
we have a time tryin1 to keep the
right time. It is so easy to foraet
to set our watches up five minutes
every t"9'0 hours, preparin1 to land
tomorrow. Au revor, Ile de France;
hello Paris;

Miss Sellers Is
Visitor Here

Min MAJ)eS' enclosed a pro,ram
used abo;u-d ship on the nl1ht of
June 11, called "Gala Concert".
With Dr. J. H. Jones as master o:e
ceTemonles a pro,ram of entertainment wu presented, ·in which the
ship's orchestra played an overture:___..........~ :i.a_..vlftl.J.n._

Curriculum
Conference Held
Here June 30

Stucl~---Tos ......
Sex: Weaker.
Color of Hair : Brown.
·•
Color of Eyes: Blue.
Weight: 120.
The curriculum conference, FriHeight: 5-2.
day. June 30, brought to an end,
Hobby: Piano Players.
a' week of lectures and conferences
Motto: "Love them before they
on curriculum problems.
leave you."
The Friday session was attended
Dimples: Yes.
by county superintendents, school
Nickname: Lulu.
principals and teachers of Northeast Alabama.
Student:
Yes.
· The complete program was as
Sex: Stronger.
follows:
Color of H air: Red.
10:00-10:10 - Welcome Address
Color of Eyes: Blue.
Dr. C. W. Daugetbe
Weight: 140.
10:10-10:30 ........ Dr. W. Morrison
Height: 5-10½.
McCall
Hobby:
Wine, Women, and
10:30-11:00Song.
11:00-l~:OO ................. . Dr. Thomar
Motto: "Close thy Goethe, open
Alexander
thy Shakespeare."
12:00-12:20 ........ Mrs. G. R. Greer
Married: (?)
Home:
Anniston and Bill's 12:30-1:30 ............................ Luncheon
Report trom Training School of
Place.
the State Teachers College on Curriculum Progress.
1:30-1:40 ........ Mr.· E. J . Landers
Report from the Field on Curriculm Progress.
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)
1:40-1:50 - .. Mr. C. A. Donehoo
1:50-2:00 ...... Mr. C. C. Moseley
human development, just so long
2:00-2:10 ............ Mr. C. J. Allen
as we wili have an aimless, direc2:10-2:20 ...... Mrs. Estelle Smith
tionless milling of, the herd which
2:20-2:30 ............ Mrs. Mae Pruett
can result only in mental panic
2:30-3:30 Round Table Discussion
and a thorough disregard for the
Dr. Thomas Alexander, Leader
rights of society to peace and orDuring Dr. Thomas Alexander's
der."
If we expect to maintain our visit to Jacksonville, there have
bas!<,_ ~~illfill_ lwLf<- tions, we been a series . of lovely entertainshall h ave to teach Ul youth of ments.
Mrs. Julian Stephenson's enterour country the embodiment of
these ideals, regardless of their tainment at her home was one of
individual interests. The present the most unique functions of the
condition in Europe today, repre- week. The guests were served by
sented by the various "isms," should ten girls dressed in red, white and
Miss Minnie Sellers, popular socon;vince any true American of the blue. The party, pretendinr to be cial director and teacher of phyimportance of setting f.orth clearly the Continental Congress, was call- sical education, now on a year's
...,_,.:J
.... -,,,~l-.1,,. •
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Marion and _Franklin Softball Gets

Counties Organize

Under Way

Jacksonville students from Marion ~d !Franklin counties met
Monday, June 19, and orianized a
Marion and Franklin County Club.
The purpos, , nd aim of this club
is ot uphold the standards of J. S.
T. C., and to promote a friendly
spirit among all students.
Dr. C. R. Wood met with the
iroup and aireed to act as their
faculty adviser durini the summer
quarter. Dr. and Mrs. Wood also
invited the entire organization to
·a barbecue dinner at their new
home in Eas~ Jacksonville, to be
held at an early date.
The following officers were elected: Estes Hudson. Hackleburg,
president; Lowell Davis, Vina, vicepresident; Mary Waites, Brilliant,
secretary-treasurer; Gatha Chastain, Bear Creek, reporter for Marion County, and Ruby Rea, Vina,
reporter for Franklin County.
The social committee is composed of Mrs. W. A. Frost, Inez Padgett, Arnola Overton and Verlon
Ledbetter.

The softball season officially got
under way when the Juniors met
the Seniors. Under the inspiring
leadership of Red Kemp, the Juniors went through the Seniors like
a hick through a three-ring circus.
Neither team was at its best, both
playing streaky ball.
Chigger Lusk led the Sophs to a
victory over the Rats, piloted by
Williams and Wallace. However,
the freshmen came back with
two victories, defieating both the
Juniors and the Seniors. What
they lack. in form they made up
for in pep. Both Rats and Sophs
show plenty of what it takes to
wallop a softball,and with an improvement in fielding, they may
bring home •the goods.

Cleburnite
Club Organized

SOFTBALL

STANDING
W. L. Jet.
Sophomores
......... .1 0 1.000
Freshmen ....... .. .................. 2 1 .667
Juniors
........ .1 1 .500
Seniors
.. ................ 0 2 .000
flt'Z'-Mf..c¼t3W&MSH3MfidAAAriff§MW

Reid's Shoe Shop
Quality shoe repairing at the low-

Students representing Cleburne est prices. Shoes tinted any color
County at Jacksonville met June all work guaranteed.
15, and organized a County Club.
The following officers were
+ct-¥
elected: president, Robert Owens;
vicc-presid~t, Woodrow Thra,sh;
secretary, Dorothy Lindsey; reporter, Velma Farlow; social committee: chairman. Maurine Pullen,
Fred Weir and Theda Owens.
The club has made plans to go to
Oxford Lake on a picnic W ednesday night, July 12. Watch the
bulletin board for an announcement concerning the next meeting
of the club.

Miss Bush's Room
Takes Field Trip
Miss Fanny Bush, supervisor in
the Training School, accompanied
by practice teac)lers and students
ot her fourth and sixth grades went
on an interesting field trip recently.
The 1roup visited Guntersville
Dam, St. Bernard College, and the
Empire Nursery at Cullman. There
they saw "LitUe Jerusalem" and
other features of St. Barnard.

Pyron's Shoe Shop
All slaoe repairing at popular
prlceL All work paranteed.

PLAY BILLIARDS
When You Have Leisure Time
On Your Hands, Come to

West Side
Billiard Parlor
and enjoy a good game on our
excellent tables
YOU'LL ENJOY 1·£-IT'S A
GOvD RECREATION

Permanent Waves $1.50 to $6.00
Shampoo and Finger Wave

,--~~- --------~---.-----------~----n--------------~West Side

- - " " ' " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~,- - - - ~ - -~ ~ ~ - - ·va-,.._._-..-v,---.~ - - - - - ~ -- - ·••----.-.,,.,
human, development, just so loni
1:50-2:00 ...... Mr. C. C. Moseley and summer re11orts, are providini writin1; pictures taken of the 1roup
as we will h ave an aimless, direc2:00-2:10 ....... .... . Mr. C. J. Allen this game for their ,uestss.
on deok with head steward and
tionless milling of, the herd which
2:10-2:20 ...... Mn. Estelle Smith
Because everybody can play it kitchen steward; movies at n1-ht;
can result only in mental panic
2:20-2:30 ............ Mn. Mae Pruett and derive healtlt and happiness we have a time tryin1 to keep the
and a thor ough disr egard for the
2:30-3:30 Round Table Discussion from its gentle exercise, it seems right time. It is so easy to for1et
r ights of society to peace and orDr. Thomas Alexander, Leader
destined to be the most popular to set our watches up 11.ve minutes
der."
During Dr. Thomas Alexander's game in the United States af d- every t"'\\'o hours, preparinl to land
I:f we expect to maintain our visit to Jacksonville, there have Canada. ·
tomorrow.
u revor, Ile de France;
~~~......~ ~- ...2=:b~s~iL.A-m w ~a.n- 111_ tions, we been a series ( of lovely entertainhello ~aris;
sh all h ave to teach w youth of ments.
Min )(apes enclosed a pro,x-am
our country the embodiment of
Mrs. Julian Stephenson's enterused abo.ird ship on the ni1ht ot
these ideals, regardless of their tainment at her home was one of
June 11, called "Gala Concert".
individual inter ests. The present the most u11ique functions of the
With Dr. J . H . Jones as master ot
condition in Europe t oday, repre- week. The guests were served by
cei>emonles a procram of entertainsented by th e var ious "isms," should ten girls dressed in red, white and
Miss Minnie Sellers, popular so- ment wu presentetl, ·in which the
convince any true American of the blue. The party, pretendin1 to be cial director and teacher of phyship's orchestra played an over•
importance of setting f.orth clearly the Continental Con1ress, was call- sical education, now on a year's
ture; Kiss Mapes played a violin
and forcibly the ideals . of true ed to order by the president, John leave of absence, was a visitor in
solo; Mrs. !lalph W. Callallan; of
Ameri_c an Dem ocr acy in all of our Hancock, none other than our own Jacksonville and on the campus
Annillton sant, as did Henry Greer,
educational institutions.
Dr. C. E. Cayley. He then called last week end. While here, Miss
It is to be sincer ely hoped that on the following members to make Sellers was the house ,uest of of Gadsden.
Their friend1 will be interested
the intelligent leader ship of educa- taiks:
Mrs. Love and Mr. and Mrs. Hen- to know that out ot all the passention in this country will not be misJohn Adams, Rev. Ross Arnold; drix.
·
,ers aboard, the:, were chosen to
led by a false concept of child psy- Samuel Adams, Miss Maude LutHer m any friends and admirers ap~ar on this concert i,ro,x-am.
chology of a sentimental sort bas- trell; Thomas Jefferson, Mr. J. M.
ed upon the equally false concept Anders; Benjamin Franklin, Rev. were delighted to see Mis& Sellers,
o~ democracy that each individual A. C. Summers; Roger Sherman, who is one of the most pop•lar
Solon Grea,: Now, let's think.
has the r ight to the unrestricted Mrs. J . H. Jones; ltobert Morris, and most efficient teachers ever to
Jewel Steed: Aw naw; let's do
expression of his n ative instincts Mr. A. P. Johnston; Edward Rutle- be connected with the colleae.
somethin, you can do.
and cravings. The acceptance and dge, Dr. W. J. Calvert; Richard
practice of such concepts, in psy- Henry Lee, Dr. Frank McLean.
ch ology and government, would not
Special guests for the event were
lead to greater individual freedom, Mr. P . J. Arnold's mother, Mrs.
or tQ greater d emocracy in govern- Kate Arnold, of Wheatley, Kenment, but to ind ividual bondage tucky, and Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Arand chaos in government. We be- nold's mother, also of Kentucky;
lieve that the rank and file of the Miss Luttrell's father, from Annispeople of . this country still recog- ton; Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Renick;
n ize the importance of respect for, Mrs. Stephenson's parents, Mr. and
and obedience to, duly established Mrs. S . B. Thomas, of Kentucky,
constituted auth ority as the only and Dr. Thomas Alexander.
way of obtaining the greatest
Mrs. C. R. Wood entertained with
am ount of individual freedom and a six o'clock dinner Thursday evethe purest form of practical democ- ning. Dinner was served on the
racy. We further b elieve that the porch to twenty-four guests. Those
par ents of our country will, when present were Dr. Alexander, Dr.
·'.?'"· ··
pr operly informed, r esent the chal- and Mrs. C. W . Daugette, Dr. and
lenge to thf exercise of their di- Mrs. W. J . Calvert, Mr. and Mrs.
_vine]Q" saric'tioned authority to rule Reuben Self, Mr. Charles Gary,
their own h ouseh olds and that they Miss Clara Weishaupt, Mr. and
will not appr eciate being compar- Mrs. L. F. Ingram, Dr. and Mrs.
ed to a modern d ictator , in the ex- L . W. Allison, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
ercise of such authority, in the Dillon, Mr. and Mrs. Julian Stepproper training of their children. henson, Dr. and Mrs. J. F . Glazner,
Dr. and Mrs. H. B, Mock and Dr.
Wood.

Empire Nursery at Cullman. There
they saw "Little Jerusalem" and
other fe.atures of St. Barnard.

Billiard Parlor
and enjoy a good game on our
excellent tables

Pyron's Shoe Shop
All lllaoe repairing at popular
prices. All work guaranteed.

YOU'LL ENJOY 1·. f-IT'S A
GOvD RECREATION
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Miss Sellers Is
Visitor Here

''The Pause That Refreshes"

Permanent Waves $1.50 to $6.00
Shampoo and Finger Wave
both for 25c
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
DIAL 2681

BARBER
-and-

BE AU TY SHOP

BECKERS
STYLE WITH ECONOMY
Ladies' Ready-To-Wear, Millinery, Hose
Undies and Shoes

In B@ttles

Anniston Coca-Cola Co.
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ANNISTON

.
Phones '797-798

9t6 Noble Street

PAINT, GLASS & BUILDERS'
SUPPLY CO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

Flowers

• • •

Southern lumber Paint

For All Occasions

Approved For

RITZ FLOWER SHOP

ALABAMA STATE AID SCHOOLS

....

ANNISTON

We carry a fine line of quality merchanLET

US

SUPPLY

YOU&

NEEDS

IN

Electric Refrigerators - Stoves and
Other Appliances
-Complete Line Of Ban• Imtrumenta and lheet MuatcE. E. FORBES & SON PIANO CO.
ANNISTON

dise-suitable for the campus
King and Qu£:en

